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01. December 2023

Disposal company

ESB distributes new waste calendar // Street directory also
available online
In the coming days, the waste calendar for 2024 will be sent out via the in-house post. In
addition to the collection dates, the calendar contains dates for the used clothing street
collections, green waste collection and bulky waste exchanges.

The usual collection days will remain the same for the whole of Bocholt in the new year,
with the exception of around 1500 households, which will receive a new district division for
emptying the yellow bins and paper bins. This affects large parts of the cemetery estate
and part of Löverick.

The ESB will provide households with additional targeted information. A change to the
routes was necessary for logistical reasons. For all other households, the allocation will
not change. The street directory and general information on waste disposal are available
on the City of Bocholt website .

Collection dates also available online

As a service, the ESB also offers the collection data online on its website. A customisable
waste calendar can be found in the so-called Waste Navi at www.bocholt.de/abfall-navi .
The dates can be transferred to your own calendar or printed as a pdf.

The waste navigator also contains a waste ABC with the disposal routes for around 1000
search terms. You can quickly find the nearest container for glass, paper or used clothing
via the menu item Disposal locations. All this information is available on mobile devices
via the "Waste App ESB". This useful app is available free of charge in the Appstore and
Playstore.

Anyone who has accidentally not received a paper calendar by Christmas can pick one up
at the ESB recycling centre on Schaffeldstraße, at the Bocholt city centre in the Gigaset
building on Kaiser-Wilhelm-Straße or at the tourist information office on Nordstraße.

Waste disposal: New district categorisation for 1500
households in Bocholt
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The new waste calendar will be delivered via the in-house mail in the coming days
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